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New works in ‘Silence Stillness’ by Jim Hodges at Anthony Meier Fine Arts, San
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Jim Hodges, moments of forever II, 2018, Glitter, acrylic medium and pastel on canvas, 120 x 99 x 2 inches304.8 x 251.5 x 5.1 cm
(Courtesy of Anthony Meier Fine Arts)
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Anthony Meier Fine Arts presents

RELATED

Jim Hodges '

fourth exhibition at the gallery titled ‘silence

VENUES

stillness’ with an immersive installation of

Anthony Meier Fine Arts

new

work in San Fransisco.
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Jim Hodges

“silence stillness”

shapes up the culmination of a

trilogy of Hodges’ recent presentations. The
exhibition completes an arc introduced
with

“tracing the contours of our days” showcased at the Baldwin Gallery in

Aspen in 2017 and followed by

“turning pages in the book of love” presented

at the Massimo de Carlo Gallery in Milan, 2017-18. In these three
exhibitions

the artist

confronts the universal physical and emotional themes

which are able to obscure the constraints of time and can present an array of
memories. This gives the very feel of looking through a kaleidoscope. The
artist incorporates the whole gallery within just a single gesture of
reflectivity in “silence stillness” which will present an installation that
assembles two monumental gold-glitter paintings beside a veiled gold arch
and a series of rich floral paintings alongside a group of small ceramic
sculptures suggesting vessels and human body.
Hodges’ aptitude for conjuring emotional resonance with the usage of a
range of systems, materials, gestures alongside images

is developed further

in the present installation that ofers a body of multi-layered work evoking
resonating themes as identity, time and mortality.
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